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Abstract: In electrical distribution systems, it is possible to have a reliable system via a well-designed protective

scheme. The allocation of protective devices is an important parameter in the design of a protective scheme. Different

approaches to optimize the allocation of protective devices have been studied. Because of some uncertainties, it is not

the best strategy to select an optimized solution in accordance with certain conditions. The availability of the protective

devices seriously affects the reliability of electrical distribution systems. Furthermore, reduction of the investment in

some designing processes leads to a decrease in the number of protective devices that will be installed. By considering the

insensitivity of malfunctioning or removed protective devices, it is possible to select a flexible scheme having a minimal

reliability decrement due to the malfunction or removal of protective devices.

Sensitivity analysis is an appropriate way to determine system robustness against the uncertainties of the model or

design parameters. In this article, the reliability sensitivity level is examined according to the allocation of the protective

devices. The system average interruption index (SAIFI) variation is selected as the reliability level. In the proposed

method, the SAIFI variation is calculated when a protective device malfunctions or is removed. A higher sensitivity

level signifies a device having a more proper allocation. Moreover, to prevent any malfunctions, that device must be

preserved and revised continuously. Hence, the proposed method can be used to improve the system reliability by adding

the protective device to the most appropriate location. To illustrate the efficiency of the introduced method, it is applied

to a typical distribution network.

Key words: Sensitivity analysis, malfunction and removal of protective devices, system reliability, protection devices,

system average interruption frequency index

1. Introduction

Economically supplying customers with electrical energy with a satisfied reliability level is an important function

of power systems [1]. Customer failure statistics demonstrate that electrical distribution systems make the

greatest contribution to customer interruptions [2]. The analysis of these statistics emphasizes the system

reliability improvement. Some strategies that have been studied in reliability improvement are as follows:

finding the best placement of protective and switching devices [3–7], adding protective devices [8], reclosing

[9,10], decreasing the components’ failure rate [1,11], increasing the speed of the repair process [12], and using

distributed generation (DG) [13–15] and system reconfiguration [16].

The reliability indices commonly used in distribution systems are classified as load- and customer-based
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indices [17,18]. Customer-based reliability indices are usually selected to analyze system reliability, such as

the system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI) and system average interruption duration index

(SAIDI) [19]. In load-based reliability indices, the cost of energy not supplied is the most popular [20]. The

customer average interruption duration index, customer average interruption frequency index, and average

system availability index are some other indices used in specific cases [21].

It is possible to improve system reliability by the proper allocation of protective and switching devices.

Different intelligent optimization methods have been used in several reliability improvement problems. The

genetic algorithm [5,8,11], ant colony system [7,13], tabu search [6], simulated annealing [4], and other algorithms

have been selected to solve optimization problems.

In [18,22], the optimization of device placement was determined on the basis of the SAIFI. In [6,8,23,24],

the objective function was defined in accordance with the economic indices. The studies in [5,8,11,18,22],

[3,12,16], and [6,7,23,24] focused on the optimization of protective devices, switching devices, and both of them,

respectively.

As in any other field, many decision parameters in electrical distribution system asset management are

inevitably uncertain [25,26], and in the available research, no solution is considered to examine it.

Sensitivity analysis is a useful method to evaluate the system robustness against the uncertainties of model

or design parameters. Sensitivity analysis has been examined in different studies in power engineering, as follows:

siting the flexible AC transfer systems [25,27,28], stability impact of DGs [29], transient stability [28,30], etc.

However, it has not been attempted to determine more effective strategies to improve the distribution system

reliability so far. Determining the value of changes regarding uncertainty is possible through sensitivity analysis.

The removal or damage of any protective device in any protective plan decreases the reliability level

[31,32]. However, some devices play a critical role and the removal of these devices results in more intense

system reliability variations. It is possible to lessen the likely damages by determining towards which device

the system reliability is more sensitive. Determining the system reliability with respect to each device leads to

specifying their priority level. Therefore, the monitoring and revising of devices with higher priority periodically

helps to increase the system reliability. If there are some devices differing from each other in terms of quality

and function, it is recommended to place more reliable devices in more strategic sections. For maintenance and

replacement purposes, the system priorities might be assessed on the basis of this analysis.

Finding the best placement to add a protective device according to the maximized reliability is possible

by sensitivity analysis. The sensitive location to add the device is the best place to allocate the protective

device.

Decision making to select the protective device’s allocation is an important factor in the designing process.

Moreover, to consider the uncertainties in the optimization of protective schemes in all approaches, a comparison

between the best solution and the others is inevitable. The protective scheme having a reasonable reliability

level with minimum sensitivity to change the involved parameters would be trustworthy.

In this paper, a novel method based on reliability sensitivity analysis is proposed to determine the proper

allocation of protective devices. This method is useful under 3 conditions: a protective device exists in one

point of the network, the best placement is considered to add a protective device, and it is necessary to select

a protective scheme from a set of them. The proposed method is applied to a typical distribution system.
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2. Mathematical fundamentals of the proposed method

The SAIFI is a customer-based index widely used as a reliability criterion [19]. Hence, the SAIFI is appointed

as the sensitivity measurement criterion in this paper. The SAIFI definition is demonstrated in Eq. (1):

SAIFI=
TotalNumber of InterruptedCustomers

TotalNumber of Customers Served
. (1)

Calculation of the SAIFI in this paper is based on Eqs. (2)–(5). In the proposed method, faults occurring

in the system are classified into 2 groups: those occurring in the main branches and those occurring in the lateral

branches. F1 indicates the number of interrupted customers when a fault occurs in sections of the main branch.

Moreover, when a fault occurs in sections of the lateral branches, some customers experience an interruption.

F2 calculates the customer interruption due to the fault occurrence in sections of the lateral branches. An

auxiliary function (A(i, j)) is defined that helps to simplify the SAIFI calculation [8].

A(i, j) =

{
1 exist no protective objects in position i to j
0 otherwise

(2)

SAIFI =

2∑
i=1

Fi

T
(3)

F1 =

mb∑
i=1

λmi


mb∑
j=i

Nmj +
i−1,i̸=1∑
k=1

Nmk ×A(k + 1, i)

+
flb(i)∑
s=1

ts(s)∑
p=1

N(s, p)
blb(i)∑
q=1

ts(q)∑
r=1

N(q, r)×A(fdmb(q), i)

 (4)

F2 =

flb(i)∑
s=1

ts(s)∑
p=1

λ(s, p)×



mb∑
j=1

Nmj ×A(1, p) +
flb(fdmb(s)∑

t=1

ts(t)∑
p=1

N(t, p)×A(1, w)+

blb(fdmb(s)∑
v=1

ts(v)∑
y=1

N(v, y)×A(fdmb(s), fumb(s))×A(l, w)+

fumb(s)−1∑
l=1

Nml ×A(l, p)×A(l, fdmb(s))


(5)

2.1. Protective device removal or malfunction

The change in the SAIFI value is determined when device (j) malfunctions or is removed. The SAIFI variation

of each protective device is compared with the others. Their minimum value indicates the most important

device. The mathematical expression of the reliability variation is shown as follows:

Xavailable = [X11 X12 · · ·X1n]

X1k = 1 k ∈ α

∆SAIFIk = SAIFInew

∣∣∣
X1k=1→0

−SAIFIold

Max {∆SAIFI1,∆SAIFI2, ...,∆SAIFIi, ....,∆SAIFIr} = ∆SAIFIj

⇒ The section (j) is themost sensetive

and should be attended to seriously.

(6)
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In any protective scheme, there are a number of protective devices in specific positions. A binary variable

is defined for each section of a distribution system, determining the existence or nonexistence of a protective

device in that section. The sensitivity level of the SAIFI indicates the quantity of disparity between various

statuses in which, for instance, device (k) exists or not.

By reducing the maintenance and supervision duration for more sensitive devices, the system reliability

decrement would be less. While the expected budget to imply the protective designs decreases, by cancellation

of the least sensitive device, the reliability decrement will be minimized.

2.2. Selecting a proper protective scheme in the design or optimization of protective device

allocation

Decision making in the allocation of protective devices is more difficult when some parameters of the systems are

uncertain. In the protective scheme design, this problem is inevitable. In the methods based on optimization,

to consider the system uncertainties, a similar problem is made. The proposed method of this paper, based on

sensitivity analysis, is useful to make a proper decision.

To determine the proper allocation of protective devices, a new index, named the flexibility index (F.I),

is defined. The mathematical expression of the F.I is as follows:

F.Il =
1∑

∆SAIFIk
k ∈ αl

Max {F.I1, F.I2, ..., F.Ii, ...., F.Ir} = F.Ij

⇒ The scheme (j) should be selected.

(7)

The F.I value is determined for each allocation of a protective device. Finding the maximum value of the

discussed schemes demonstrates the best scenario. The reliability deficiency of the selected examined scenario

according to this analysis will be smaller.

2.3. Adding a protective device to improve the system reliability

Another ability of the proposed method based on reliability sensitivity analysis is determining the best position

to allocate an additional protective device. The system sections are categorized into 2 groups: sections equipped

with a protective device and those without a device. In this regard, initially, sensitivity analysis is accomplished

for the current situation of the protective devices; the device with the minimum level of sensitivity is selected

and if it is concluded that the device lacks efficiency, then it must be moved to a better location. As shown in

Eq. (8), the positive SAIFI variation of changing the location of the available device recommends that change.

Moreover, the negative value of the SAIFI variation, according to Eq. (8), demonstrates that replacing the

available protective devices is not recommended.

Xavailable = [X1j ] j = 1 : n

X1k = 1 k ∈ α

X1m = 0 m ∈ α′

∆SAIFIk→m = SAIFInew

∣∣∣∣X1k = 1 → 0, X1m = 0 → 1
− SAIFIold

If ∆SAIFIk→m > 0

∀m ∈ α′∀k ∈ α

Then :

m ∈ α′ → m ∈ α, k ∈ α → k ∈ α′

(8)
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After applying sensitivity analysis based on Eq. (8), subsequent sensitivity analyses are performed for

allocating devices in vacant locations. By comparing the calculated sensitivities, the adequate location for the

allocation or replacement of a device is determined. The mathematical interpretation of the aforementioned

idea is shown in Eq. (9). The location with the maximum SAIFI variation among the vacant locations should

be selected to add a protective device.

Xavailable = [X1j ] = 1 : n

X1m = 0m ∈ α′

∆SAIFIm = SAIFInew

∣∣∣∣X1m = 0 → 1 − SAIFIold

Max {∆SAIFIm} = ∆SAIFIj m ∈ α′

⇒ The jth section should be selected to add a protective device.

(9)

Start

Enter network data

Is system n the

 des gn process?

Rel ab l ty sens t v ty analys s to remove or malfunct on of the ava lable protect ve dev ces

Determ n ng the most mportant dev ce and rank ng the dev ces based on the r rel ab l ty mportance

Proper ma ntenance schedul ng for d fferent dev ces based on the r pr or t es

Rel ab l ty sens t v ty analys s to allocate an add t onal protect ve dev ce to mprove the system rel ab l ty

Determ n ng of the best locat on for add ng a  dev ce to system

Is the SAIFI var at on based on Eq. (8) positive? 

The allocat on of dev ces  s sat sf ed and for the system 

mprovement, the best locat on to add a dev ce s cons dered

Is the system n the reconstruct on and mprovement process?

Add ng a dev ce s more effect ve than mprov ng the 
ava lab l ty of the current protect ve scheme?

Ava lable protect ve system s mproved

Yes Select ng a proper one  among the 

strateg es of dev ces allocat ng 

No

No

Yes

The placement of  ava lable dev ce 

w th m n mum value of sens t v ty 

should be changed

Yes

No

Yes
Add a dev ce

EndNo

Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm.
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A flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The sequence of the different steps is

elaborately demonstrated in this chart.

3. Test results

To clarify the proposed method’s efficiency, it is applied to a typical distribution system, shown in Figure 2. The

line parameters, installed load, and failure rate of each section and current location of switching and protective

devices are presented in Tables 1 and 2 [8]. The SAIFI variation for the removal of each available protective

device is shown in Table 3. These results illustrate the most and least important devices.

Figure 2. Single diagram of the test system.

Table 1. Protective device placements in the test system.

Device type Branch No.
Fuse or sectionalizer 2, 7, 10, 13, 21, 27
Recloser 1

The SAIFI value of the current condition of the system is 0.5259. Moreover, the obtained results shown

in Table 3 indicate that the most important device is allocated in section 13. This device should be maintained

more so than the others. The least important device is one that is allocated in section 10. Its removal or

malfunction effect is about 100 times less than that of the most important one.
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Table 2. Test system information.

Branch no. Initial node End node Ni Li(kVA) λi (fault km
−1 year−1)

1 1 2 5 100 0.00954
2 2 19 6 90 0.0313
3 19 20 4 90 0.27108
4 20 21 8 90 0.09568
5 21 22 5 90 0.18746
6 2 3 4 90 0.05022
7 3 23 2 90 0.06166
8 23 24 21 420 0.14182
9 24 25 15 420 0.14022
10 3 4 7 120 0.03728
11 4 5 1 60 0.03882
12 5 6 4 60 0.1414
13 6 26 2 60 0.02068
14 26 27 3 60 0.02894
15 27 28 5 60 0.18674
16 28 29 8 120 0.14012
17 29 30 12 200 0.0517
18 30 31 12 150 0.1926
19 31 32 5 210 0.07238
20 32 33 4 60 0.10604
21 6 7 7 200 0.12376
22 7 8 8 200 0.24702
23 8 9 2 60 0.148
24 9 10 2 60 0.148
25 10 11 3 45 0.013
26 11 12 1 60 0.02476
27 12 13 4 60 0.231
28 13 14 6 120 0.14258
29 14 15 2 60 0.1052
30 15 16 3 60 0.109
31 16 17 4 60 0.3442
32 17 18 6 90 0.1148

Table 3. Sensitivity level of each protective device removed.

Device placement SAIFI sensitivity
2 1.3315
7 1.4711
10 0.0541
13 1.7669
21 0.4616
27 1.0759

The placement of devices in accordance with the obtained results can be classified into 2 sets: the main sections

(10,21,27) and the beginning of the lateral branches (2,7,13). The value of the SAIFI variation demonstrates

that the removal of devices located in the main sections decreases the system reliability less than the removal

of devices located in the beginning of the lateral branches. This comparison recommends maintenance at a
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high level of consideration and the priority of their replacement is higher than that of the others in the system

reconstruction.

To complete the sensitivity analysis on the selected distribution network, it is crucial to study the

attachment of a protective device to those branches lacking any devices.

Thirteen sections are feasible for allocating an additional protective device to improve the system relia-

bility. The results of the SAIFI variation that are caused by adding a device in these sections are presented in

Table 4.

Table 4. Obtained results by adding a device to the current network status according to the sensitivity criterion.

Device placement SAIFI sensitivity
6 0.0418
11 0.0422
12 0.0407
22 0.0347
23 0.0321
24 0.0371
25 0.0437
26 0.0442
28 0.0368
29 0.0202
30 0.0211
31 0.0221
32 0.0385

From the obtained results shown in Table 4, it is obvious that adding a protective device in feasible

sections is not effective to improve the system reliability. The considerable values of the removal of the

available protective devices in Table 3 illustrate that this system is satisfied from a view point of reliability.

Since the SAIFI variation of the removal or malfunction of any available protective device is considerable, the

current position of the protective devices is a good one and any change in the device allocation makes a worse

condition. However, it should be considered that the best placement for adding any device is section 26. The

candidate location to add a device is selected according to the values presented in Table 4. Moreover, the total

SAIFI variation of the protective device scheme and corresponding F.I of this allocation are 6.1521 and 0.1625,

respectively.

In addition to the available allocation of protective devices, another 4 proper allocations for protective

devices are analyzed according to their flexibility against the malfunction or removal of the devices. In Table

5, the SAIFI variation caused by the removal of each protective device is presented. The SAIFI value, F.I, and

total SAIFI variation of alternatives A , B , C , and D are also demonstrated in Table 6.

As can be seen from the results in Table 6, alternatives A , C , and D have greater SAIFI values than

the available protective scheme, while the SAIFI value of alternative B is less than the current condition.

However, the F.I values of alternatives A ,B , C , and D are greater than the available condition. Hence, while

the probability of malfunction or removal of protective devices is at a high level, these alternatives can be more

effective. Although the SAIFI values of alternatives A , C , and D are not better than the available allocation

of protective devices, they can satisfy the system reliability effectively under uncertainties.
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Table 5. Results of the sensitivity analysis of the protective device alternatives based on the devices being removed or

malfunctioning.

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D
Device SAIFI Device SAIFI Device SAIFI Device SAIFI
location variation location variation location variation location variation
7 1.2245 2 1.00872 2 1.3400 7 1.3620
10 0.0451 7 1.3427 10 0.0536 10 0.0243
13 1.5204 10 0.0451 13 1.6359 12 0.0567
21 0.4616 13 1.4823 21 0.4702 13 1.6578
27 0.5904 22 0.1373 27 1.0845 21 0.4733
28 1.0850 27 0.4729 — 1.1064 27 0.7513

Table 6. Examination of the results of the criterion of sensitivity to device elimination.

Alternative name SAIFI Total SAIFI variation FI
Alternative A 0.7725 4.9269 0.2030
Alternative B 0.5147 4.48902 0.2227
Alternative C 0.6570 5.6906 0.1757
Alternative D 0.6350 4.3254 0.2311

The comparison among different allocations of protective devices according to the probability of different

uncertainties such as the removal or malfunction of protective devices helps select the most flexible scheme. In

cases where an alternative exists with the best value of the SAIFI and flexibility level, the selection of a proper

one is not complicated. However, selecting a proper alternative is difficult when an alternative has a better

SAIFI value and worse flexibility value. In these situations, the probability of uncertainties is the determinant.

Since the SAIFI value of alternative B is less than the current condition of the system, while the flexibility

level of this alternative is greater than the current condition, alternative B is certainly the best choice among

the discussed alternative and current conditions of system.

4. Conclusion

Distribution systems’ power quality and reliability have drawn serious attention in recent years. The proper

placement of protective devices will increase the system reliability. In this paper, a novel method was proposed

to evaluate the proper allocation of protective devices, which is based on the sensitivity analysis. Using the

method in this paper, decision making about the system reliability decrement is possible when an available

protective device is removed or malfunctions.

Knowing the device’s importance in the system reliability facilitates the maintenance and reconstruction

priorities. Sensitivity analysis shows the perspective of the system under uncertainties.

Another ability of the discussed method is the determination of the best position to add a protective

device. Using sensitivity analysis helps to economically increase the system reliability. By comparing the

reliability variations of the removal of the available protective devices and allocating an additional device, the

available placement of the devices is appreciable. To illustrate the advantages of the proposed method, it was

applied to a typical distribution system. The results obtained by the sensitivity analysis to remove or add a

protective device emphasize the effectiveness of the method to satisfy the system reliability under uncertainties.
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Nomenclature

T Total number of customers connected to
the system

mb Number of main sections
λmi Failure rate of section (i) of the main

branch
λ (s, p) Failure rate of section (p) of the sth lateral

branch
Nmi Number of customers connected to the ith

section of the main branch
flb (i) First downstream lateral branch of section

(i) of the main branch
N(s, p) Number of customers connected to section

(p) of sth lateral branch
ts(s) Number of sections located in the

sth lateral branch
blb(i) First upstream lateral branch of section

(i) located in the main branch
fdmb(i) First downstream main branch of the ith

lateral branch
fumb(i) First upstream main branch of the ith lat-

eral branch

Xavailable Matrix of placements for the available de-
vices

X1j Binary variable indicating whether a pro-
tective device exists or not in section (j)

α Set of sections equipped with a protective
device

α′ Set of feasible sections to add a protective
device

FIl Flexibility index of the lth allocation of
protective devices

F1 Number of interrupted customers due to
failure of the main sections

F2 Number of interrupted customers due to
failure of the lateral sections

blb(i) First upstream lateral branch of the ith
section of main branch

r Number of feasible allocations for protec-
tive devices

n Total number of system sections
λi Failure rate of section (i)
Li Amount of loads installed in section (i)
Ni Number of customers installed in section

(i)
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